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BHARAT SANCHAR NIGAM LIMITED
(A government of lndia Enterprises)
CORPORATE OFFICE

,

(PERSONNET-

r SECTTON)

4h Floor, Bharat Sanchar Bhavan, Janpath, New Delhi-ll000l

No. 515{5/2017-Pers.l

Dated : 10.04.2018

ORDER

.

Subject: Promotion & Posting of Executive of Tetecom Factory Stream in the grade of DGM {TF)
on regular basis. in the IDA scate of pay of Rs. 32,900-58,000/- reg.
Approval of the competent authority is hereby conveyed to promote the regular DE/AGM level

execdtives of Telecom Factory Stream to the grade of DGM on regular basis, in the IDA pay scale of
Rs.'32,900-58,000 [E-5 scale], in accordance with the provisions of BSNL MSRR-2009, with immediate
effect and until further orders. Consequent to the promotion, their posting are as under.

SN

Staff

HRMS No

No.
1

74137

198202130

2

74154
74163

198403301

3

2.
r

198401685

Name

of
Officer (Shri)
K Sampath
Raiu Sapre
A.K. Das

Present
Circle
TF Jabalpur
TF Jabalour
TF Kolkata

Posting

Remarks

on

Promotion
TF Jabalpur
TF Mumbai
TF Kolkata

Agairst existing vacancy
Agairst exbting vacancy
Against existing vacancy

The promotion order will, hcnivever, not be effected by the concerned Circle/Units in case

:

Disciplinary/vigilance case or any otirer case referred to in DoPT OM No. 22011t4/91-Estt (A)
dated 14.Q9.1992.

. The executive is under the currency of any penalty.
. Due to any direction from Hon'ble CourU CAT for not effecting the promotion to an individual.
o P.O. not issued due to any reason.
All such cases covered under any of the above circumstances may be brought to the notice of this
office immediately for taking further appropriate action

3.

All the executives shall invariably be required to join their promoted post immediately

and

positively within 40 days from the date of the issue of this order. The CGMs concerned may ensure that

the station of posting order in respect of the Executive(s) is issued in time and such executives are
relieved in time so as to enable them to join their new assignment within mandated timb period. No
requestd representations will generally be entertained for change of posting, etc.

6.

Pay fixation applicable to the executive may be done in accordance with BSNL Order No. 1-50/
2008- PAT (BSNL) dated 05.03.2009 and subsequent orders issued from time to time from this office.

6.

The leave, if any, requested by the officer, who islare under transfer, should not be allowed.

However, in case any executive desire leave,'he can apply for the leave to the Competent Authority only
after joining the assigned place of posting and the respective Competent Authority will sanction leave, if
it is considered justified, in the normal course.

7.

The charge report may be sent to all concerned and necessary entries made in ERP/Service Book.
This issues with the approval of the competent Authority.

,*Mu'tr

Joint General Mana$er (Pers.l)

NO.

51

5-05/201 7-Pers.

Dated: 10.04.2018

I

To

1. PPS to CMD/All Direc.tors of BSNL Board.
2. CGMs Telecom Factory,. Kotkata/ Mumbai/ Jabalpur.
3. CAO(s) concerned /Executives concerned (Through respective, CGM).
4. CVO/GMs(Pers/TF) BSNL CO.
5. Jt.GM (Pers.lyCLOlSCTI/AGMs(pers.tyDpC, BSNL CO.
6. DM (Pers.-TFyDM lto lV (pers.t/ RB/AttAMs pers.t Sec. BSNL CO.
7. DM (OL), BSNL CO for Hindi Version.
8. BSNL lntranet / Spare copy/Order Bundle.
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(Pravin Bhagwat)

Assistant General Manager (Pers.-l

)

